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PART ONE

(Answer all the questions)

1. Each question below gives a multiple
choice of answers.  Choose the most
appropriate one and enter in the “OMR”
sheet attached to the question paper,
following instructions therein.

1.1 Which among the below specified
condition is applicable if the Queue is
non-empty ?

(A) rear > front

(B) rear < front

(C) rear = front

(D) unpredictable

1.2 Which linear structure has a provision of
Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) mechanism for its
elements ?

(A) Stack

(B) Queue

(C) Linked List

(D) Tree

1.3 Which data structures find their
applications in BFS and DFS Traversal
mechanisms on a Tree respectively ?

(A) Graph & Stack

(B) Queue & Stack

(C) Queue & Graph

(D) Array & Linked List

1.4 What happens if an expression tree reads
the symbol in the form of an Operand ?

(A) One node tree is created and a
pointer is pushed towards it on the
stack.

(B) Pointer is pop to two trees in order
to generate a new tree with root as
its operator.

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) None of the above

1.5 Which one of the following is not a
constructor in C++ ?

(A) Default

(B) Parameterized

(C) Copy

(D) Cut

1.6 How many edges are present in a
Complete Graph with 'N' Vertices ?

(A) N - 1

(B) N - 1 / 2

(C) N(N - 1) / 2

(D) (N - 1)2

1.7 Which one of the following is the concept
available in C++ ?

(A) Polymorphism

(B) Polymer

(C) Polyster

(D) Poly

(1x10)
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1.8 Which Vertex exhibits its In-degree and
Out-degree to be ' 1 ' and ' 0 ' respectively ?

(A) Labeled Vertex

(B) Isolated Vertex

(C) Cut Vertex

(D) Pendant Vertex

1.9 Which of the following is the Worst-case
time complexity of Quick Sort ?

(A) O (n log n)

(B) O (N2)

(C) O (log n)

(D) O (n2 / 4)

1.10 What is the postfix form of the following
infix expression ?

A+B*C/D-E^F*G

(A) ABC*D/+EF^G*-

(B) ABC*D+EF^G*-/

(C) AB*CD/+EF^G*-

(D) ABC*D/+EFG^*-

2. Each statement below is either TRUE or
FALSE.  Choose the most appropriate one
and ENTER in the “OMR” sheet
attached to the question paper, following
instructions therein.

2.1 In C++, runtime memory is allocated by
new operator.

2.2 When the head pointer points to NULL, it
signifies an empty list.

2.3 Evaluation of postfix expression is faster
than evaluation of same infix expression.

2.4 Stack data structure is used for breadth
first search.

2.5 O(1) Time is required for deleting a node
'x' from a Doubly Linked List having
'n' nodes.

2.6 All function calls are resolved at compile-
time in OOPS.

2.7 Function malloc returns a pointer of type
void * to the memory it allocates.

2.8 A tree is an example of a linear data
structure.

2.9 Atomic data is the data that we choose to
consider as a single, non-decomposable
entity.

2.10 The leaves of an expression tree are
operands and all internal nodes are the
operators.

(1x10)
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3. Match words and phrases in column X with the closest related meaning/word(s)/phrase(s)

in column Y.  Enter your selection in the “OMR” answer sheet attached to the question

paper, following instructions therein.

3.1 Tower of Hannoi A. User Defined Type

3.2 Depth first search uses data structure B. Selection Sort

3.3 Resource sharing in a computer centre C. Recursion

3.4 Structure and union D. Merge Sort

3.5 In-place comparison-based algorithm E. Stack

3.6 Divide and conquer technique F. Queue

3.7 In this traversal method, the root node is 

visited first, then the left subtree and finally the 

right subtree 

G. Scope resolution 

operator

3.8 Syntax to declare a virtual function H. In-order Traversal

3.9 Operator cannot be overloaded I. Pre-order Traversal

3.10 Displaying only essential information and 

hiding the details

J. virtual int func();

K. inline virtual func();

L. Linear Search

M. Abstraction

X Y

(1x10)
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4. Each statement below has a blank space to fit one of the word(s) or phrase(s) in the

list below.  Enter your choice in the “OMR” answer sheet attached to the question

paper, following instructions therein.

A. Zero B. (n*n-n-2*m)/2 C. Polymorphism 

D. Linked List E. Depth F. Queue

G. Stack H. Constructor I. (n*(n-1))/2

J. Static K. Inheritance L. Time Complexity

M. Binary Search

4.1 __________ Data Structure is used in recursion.

4.2 A __________ is a member function of a class which initializes objects of a class.

4.3 Static methods can only access __________ members (data and methods).

4.4 __________ is a mechanism in which one class acquires the property of another class.

4.5 Time taken by an algorithm to solve any given problem is known as __________.

4.6 In a __________ searching technique data required in a sorted order.

4.7 A linear collection of data elements where the linear node is given by means of pointer
is called __________.

4.8 A circular queue is implemented using an array of size 10. The array index starts with
0, front is 6, and rear is 9. The insertion of next element takes place at the __________
index.

4.9 The number of edges from the root to the leaf node is called __________ of the tree.

4.10 __________ number of edges present in a complete graph having n vertices.

(1x10)
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PART TWO
(Answer any FOUR questions)

5. (a) Construct the binary search tree for
the given data 50, 70, 60, 20, 90, 10,
40, 100. Also perform in-order,
pre-order and post-order traversal
of the same tree.

(b) Write a C++ program to create class
named Bank Account with data
member like acc_no and balance,
Create two constructor- One
without argument and another
with argument to initialize the data
member. Create showBalance
method to display the current
balance. Also create withDraw
method to withdraw amount from
the bank. Create two objects of the
class and perform withdraw
operation. Display balance for both
the accounts before and after
withdraw operation.

6. (a) Convert the given infix expression
into postfix notation. A+(B*C-(D/
E-F)*G)*H Also, evaluate the
generated postfix expression using
given values.  A=3, B=5, C=3, D=9,
E=2, F=6, G=2, H=2.

(b) What is link list ? Explain the
advantage and disadvantages of
link list in detail.

7. (a) What is Queue ?  Why it is known
as FIFO ?  Write an algorithm to
insert and delete an element from a
simple Queue.

(b) Create a class for singly linked list
and write the functions for
following operations :
(i) Write a function to insert a

new node at given position.
(ii) Write a function to insert a

new node at the last position.

8. (a) What is Doubly Linked List ?  Write
an algorithm to insert and delete a
node in Doubly Linked List.

(b) Write the algorithm for merge sort
and perform the merge sort on given
set of data : 38, 27, 43, 3, 9, 82, 10

(c) Differentiate between Linear and
Non-Linear data structure.

9. (a) What is inheritance in C++ ? List the
types of inheritance available.
Explain all types of inheritance in
brief.

(b) Perform following operations on
stack and display position of top after
each operation. Take stack size=3
and initially top = -1. Pop(), Push(1),
pop(), push(2), push(3), push(4),
push(5), pop()

(c) Perform DFS search on given graph.

- o O o -

(10+5)

(8+7)

(8+7)

(5+5+5)

(5+5+5)
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